In Its simplest form, the approach was used In the study of adaptive control processes.
INTRODUCTION
Control problems associated with the linear vector system with f(t), the control vector, subject to nonclassical constraints, have received a great deal of attention in recent years. In particular, let us cite the "bang-bang" process where each component of f(t) is allowed to assume only two distinct values; see [1, 2, 3] . Other references will be found in these sourceso
Although there are many approaches with varying degrees of effectiveness now available, it cannot be said that the problem of numerical solution of problems of this genre has been completely resolved. The situation is, of course, even more unsatisfactory when the basic equation describing the system is nonlinear. In this paper we wish to make a contribution to the general problem by considering the case where f(t) has only one nonzero component. We may consider that this type of problem arises in the case where the system is described by a scalar equation of the form
where v(t) ■ + 1. It should also be pointed out that this particular control process can be used as the basis of a method of successive approximations. We shall return to this point below. In what follows, we present an alternative formulation in dynamic programming terms which is independent of the dimension of x, the state vector. It is based upon an extension of the concept of state variable and has application to a number of systems with switching characteristics. In its simplest form, the approach was used in the study of adaptive control processes; see
EXTENDED STATE
In the classical formulation of descriptive and control processes, the state of the system is defined to be the minimal set of data required to determine the future behavior of the system; see [5] , [7] . Let us now \ -3-expand this concept In the following manner. The extended state of a system is an algorithm which permits us to calculate the state.
The point of this is that specification of the algorithm may require very little rapid-access storage.
On the other hand, time is required for the calculation.
Thus, as usual, we are trading time for rapid-access storage. This idea has been used both in our previous VTork in dynamic programming and in quasilinearization [8] .
DISCRETE SWITCHING PROCESS
Consider the vector difference system If the dimension of x is large, this is not computationally feasible; see [9] for discussion. where the matrices A, are to be chosen subject to constraints. These may be treated in the same way as above.
